MASTER’S DEGREE ORAL DEFENSE

1. Students need complete all the required credits before apply thesis examination.

2. Please submit the application online, and print relevant information.
   ★★HTTPS://CAMPUS4.NCKU.EDU.TW/WWWMENU/PROGRAM/MOU/★★

3. Submit to department office:
   (1) Print defense application form.
   (2) Print lists of defense committee numbers.
   ★(3) An originality report

4. Please pay attention to the application deadline of degree examination and examination results delivery time:
   (1) 1ST SEMESTER—From graduate students completed registration procedures to Jan. 20TH. The score of oral test is delivered to registrar division before Jan. 31TH.
   (2) 2ND SEMESTER—From graduate students completed registration procedures to Jul. 20TH. The score of oral test is delivered to registrar division before Jul. 31TH.
PH.D DEGREE ORAL DEFENSE

1. STUDENTS NEED COMPLETE ALL THE REQUIRED CREDITS BEFORE APPLY THESIS EXAMINATION.

2. PLEASE SUBMIT THE APPLICATION ONLINE, AND PRINT RELEVANT INFORMATION.
   ★★ HTTPS://CAMPUS4.NCKU.EDU.TW/WWWMENU/PROGRAM/MOU/ ★★

3. SUMIT TO DEPARTMENT OFFICE:
   (1) PRINT DEFENSE APPLICATION FORM.
   (2) PRINT LISTS OF DEFENSE COMMITTEE NUMBERS.
   ★(3) AN ORIGINALITY REPORT

4. PLEASE PAY ATTENTION TO THE APPLICATION DEADLINE OF DEGREE EXAMINATION AND EXAMINATION RESULTS DELIVERY TIME:
   (1) 1ST SEMESTER—FROM GRADUATE STUDENTS COMPLETED REGISTRATION PROCEDURES TO JAN. 20TH. THE SCORE OF ORAL TEST IS DELIVERED TO REGISTRAR DIVISION BEFORE JAN. 31TH.
   (2) 2ND SEMESTER—FROM GRADUATE STUDENTS COMPLETED REGISTRATION PROCEDURES TO JUL. 20TH. THE SCORE OF ORAL TEST IS DELIVERED TO REGISTRAR DIVISION BEFORE JUL. 31TH.